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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: Well it certainly is an interesting winter. Cold, hot,
snow, and warmth. Spring may be just around the corner but some days it feels it
is already here. February was a good month for us. We had some great
presentations, members met for a chilly field trip, some members’ images did
very well in PFLI competition and we had members images hung in the new
Surgical waiting room at Flushing Hospital. You can read more about all
this in the following pages of our newsletter. More great happenings are
scheduled for March so check the dates below.
It is not said often enough that to keep this club working well requires the selfless
dedication and time of many volunteers. Without these individuals FCC could not
function properly. The banner at the left has the names of those who are
deserving of our appreciation. These and other behind the scenes workers are
who make FCC great. I will be elaborating on these folks with more detail in the
future so they will be properly recognized.
photoJoe Crupi
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Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd,
5th Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, Auditorium 5th Fl., 45
Ave & Parsons Blvd., Flushing.
Park on street or in lot across
the street from Hospital.FREE
but Parking ticket MUST be
validated by the Camera Club.
Call to confirm meeting date.
Dues: $40.00 for individual
$60.00 for family;$20.00 for
students: up to 23 yrs.old.

March 2017

1st —competition #7 Judge – Anastasia Tompkins WestchesterCC
15th 7:15 “Images of Central Park” —Ettore Trauzzi 7:30 - “Improving your Images” Helen Repstad
29th –7:15 Norman Eng “Pictures from Russia”
-

7:30

John Brokos—”Nature a gift from the Creator”

5th —competition #7 Judge – John Brokos Freeport CC
19th –7:15 Uris McKay - “Event photos– Bat Mitsvah “
7:30 Kathy Baca -"Take Another Look'' Birds and insects, wildlife,and
macro photography.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2017 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.

Andy Rambling...
After viewing an article at http://digital-photography-school.com/opinion-why-photoshop-is-ruining-landscapephotography/ Andrew Silver provides us with his “$.02” as he put it:
I don't know what your feelings are, but I always considered photography a medium I preferred over video, because
it captured and archived an instant snapshot -a moment frozen in time that, more often than not, promoted the
formulation of questions and conclusions that video, with its force-fed fleeting images, didn't seem to provide.
I had always approached photography with the ethos, integrity and procedure of a photo journalist, and expected
that all images -whether landscape, wildlife, or portraiture be presented to the viewer with these implicit protocols:
that the subject, composition and physical geometry of the objects had not been altered.
A "fine-art" photographer was someone who photo-documented fine-art (like that presented in the Frick Collection or
MOMA), and not a catch-all phrase to provide alibi for any idiot with a camera, Photoshop Elements and zero
reservations about presenting composite or altered photographs without explanation or annotation (recall the judge
who recommended that I move the leg of my red-legged honeycreeper to make the photo "look" better).
Having recently become somewhat proficient with the basics of post-processing programs like Lightroom and
Photoshop; marveling at the ability and facility to crop, adjust exposure, highlights and shadows; remove "foreign"
objects like twigs or contrails and participating in the monthly "competitions," I too am guilty of breaking my own,
long-standing rules, in an attempt to present images that will receive high scores from the judges, however, there are
no rules within the club competition and the objective is clearly to win with Image Of The Month; advance to the next
group/level of proficiency and receive high PFLI scores. In my humble opinion, this "training" does little to make one
a better photographer, it just provides monthly tutorials for submitting images that will please the judges and receive
higher grades.
Whether examining photographs in print or digitally, it is unfortunate that we no longer have the guarantee that the
image presented has not been altered, and I think that diminishes the entire photographic process/arena -and now,
without metadata or annotation confirming that what you see is what you get, the free-flowing stream of
consciousness is continually interrupted with questions about the majesty, composition, occurrence and
"truthfulness" of the presented image.
All the arguments for and against image "adjustments," always invoking the name and dark-room techniques of
Ansel Adams; old-school film vs. modern age digital, etc., miss a common thread, and that is: that a strict set of
guidelines related to the presentation of a photograph does not currently exist. I think that without a set of universal
guidelines, any alterations or adjustments beyond cropping and basic changes in lighting must be labeled as
"altered," "composite," or "enhanced."
While I may remove a twig "growing out of the head" of a sharp-shinned hawk photo I intend to print for framing and
hanging on my living room wall, I would never represent any altered wildlife photo as a "snapshot in time." Each
time I take my camera into the field, I try to perfect my technique in order to capture and create the image I envision
entirely in-camera, eliminating the the need to post-process beyond adjusting the raw image. I believe it is the
responsibility of all photographers to enforce a strict protocol that will prevent the integrity that was always implicit
and associated with an unaltered image captured on film -like those of the photojournalist, from disappearing from
the medium and diminishing the art and discipline of photography. My $.02.
Glad to see Andy back in action after his back surgery. Thanks for the article. Remembers our members are always
encouraged to provide our newsletter with articles and comments. Just email them to joecxlt@ao.com

We had two great presentations on February
15th. First Tom Mrwik (left) lead off with his
travel log of Africa. In his unique way Tom
took us through his recent adventures of
South Africa. His images and descriptions
made us feel like we were there with him.
Tony Coppeta filled the rest of the evening
teaching us how to take and manipulate
images all on a cell phone. The audience was
asked to interact while Tony used certain
apps to produce many creative and dramatic
images.
The members really enjoyed both
presentations and left thinking about what
they experienced and how they could use it.

Judge

IOM

B Group

POINTS

IMAGES

Salon Group

POINTS

IMAGES

Steve Silverman

31

12

Joe Crupi

29.5

12

Georgina Eng

19.5

Norman Eng

15

12

Bernard Huang

28

12

7

Barbara Shea

27

12

Conrad Tinney

14.5

6

Tony Coppeta

26.5

12

Dave Gerhardts

10.5

8

Dennis Golin

26.5

12

Belle Smith

8

6

Lucy Pearce

26.5

12

Joseph Schutz

7

4

Tom Mrwik

24.5

12

Shelia Golden

5.5

7

Helen Repstad

22.5

12

Susan Ma

4

4

Martin Fleischer

22

12

IOM

Andrew Silver

17.5

10

italics = moving up to A Group

Russ Burden

17

6

starting 2017-2018 -- congrats!

Stan Strauss

12

5

Tony Coppeta

27.5

12

Helen Repstad

27.5

12

William Lopez

20.5

10

A Group

IOM

Creative Group

William Lopez

30.5

12

Terry Chen

30

12

Henry Szcepanski

28

12

Sherre Lin

26.5

12

Roy Woelfel

19

12

Ken Whitehead

26

12

Bernie Gellman

9

5

Bernie Gellman

25

12

Steve Silverman

9

5

Louise DeStefano

24

12

Archie Reyes

4.5

3

Archie Reyes

20.5

11

Tom Mrwik

4

2

Roy Woelfel

20.5

12

Andrew Silver

3

2

Uris McKay

18

12

Dennis Golin

2.5

1

Adam Holstein

7.5

4

Stan Strauss

1

1

Rich DeDalto

6.5

4

Irene Oftring

2.5

1

IOM

Compiled by Marty
Fleischer

Keep working on those Black and White images for
our May competition. It is coming up fast.
Remember entries must be B&W only—no sepia tone
or color in any area.

Creative group
B group

A group

Steve Silverman

William Lopez

Fire Dragon

Flower Reflection

Henry Szczepanski

Costal Maine

Salon group

Joe Crupi

End of the Rainbow

Scores
CRE Adam
Holstein(DEC)
CRE Tony Coppeta
CRE Helen Repstad

for January

Scores

for February

Manhattan Brdge

23

CRE Tony Coppeta

Beauty in a Bottle

22

Head in a Cloud
Self Portrait

23
22

CRE Steve Silverman

KID IN A PRISM

22

CRE Helen Repstad

Plum Blossom

21

22
21

NestingTern

19

CRE Bernie Gellman

Swinger

19

21

CRE William Lopez

Charleston Chew

19

CRE Roy woelfel

Silhouett t
Collage10
COKE_ IT'S THE REAL
THING
Light Houses

CRE Tom Mrwik

CRE Roy woelfel

Rain

18

DPA Joe Crupi
DPA Martin Fleischer

THE THINKER
Romantic Pairing

24
24

DPA Andrew Silver

Mountain Meadowlark 3

23

DPA Bernard Huang

neck by neck

23

DPA Dennis Golin
DPA Bernard Huang

Give a Hoots
looking up

24
24

DPA Tom Mrwik

Great African River E

22

DPA Barbara Shea

PINK TULIP

22

DPA Andrew Silver

Western Bluebird

24

DPA Sherre Lin

flying eagle

22

DPA Tony Coppeta
DPA Helen Repstad

Parrot
Pink Camelia

24
23

DPA Joe Crupi

End of the Rainbow

22

DPA Stan Strauss

Store Ornament

22

DPA Sherre Lin

23

DPA Dennis Golin

In Prayer

21

22

DPA Ken Whitehead

The Day At The Beach

21

DPA Ken Whitehead
DPA Lucy Pearce

fog in bryce canyon
Light Snow on the Farm
Depo
Buzzing Around
Orange Peak

22
22

DPA Lucy Pearce

Red-Crested Turaco 2

21

DPA William Lopez

Docks and Rocks

21

DPA William Lopez
DPA Stan Strauss

Lily
Pittsburgh Reflection

22
22

DPA Helen Repstad

Rose Dahlia

20

DPA Martin Fleischer

The Conversation

20

DPA Barbara Shea

Waterlily

21

DPA Tony Coppeta

Red Lipstick

20

DPB norman eng

Rio de Janiero

22

DPB Terry Chen

A Gazing Lady

24

DPB Henry SzcZepanski Victorian Opia

22

DPB Henry SzcZepanski

Mysterious Lady

23

DPB Louise Destefano
DPB Terry Chen
DPB Adam
Holstein(DEC)
DPB Belle Smith
DPB Bernie Gellman
DPB Conrad Tinney

Brown Moth
Go home with my lunch

22
22

DPB Georgina Eng

WTC

22

DPB Bernie Gellman

girl in show

22

potental

21

DPI Roy woelfel

Nature's Best

22

Orangie Yellow
Ramp
In The Market

21
21
21

DPB Adam Holstein

potential

21

DPB Conrad Tinney

Great Wall

21

DPB Archie Reyes
DPB Roy woelfel

Pahiyas Girl
Leave Backlight

21
21

DPB Steve Silverman

LOVE BIRDS

21

DPB Louise Destefano

Alaska Glacier

21

DPB Steve Silverman
DPB Susan Ma

ARUBA SUNSET
Forest

21
21

DPB Uris McKay

Rockettes

21

DPB Archie Reyes

Where is Daddy

20

DPB Uris McKay

Butterfly 1
Duck playing in Jordan
Pond
57th St

21

DPB norman eng

Yard Sale

20

CRE Tom Mrwik
CRE Archie Reyes
CRE Steve Silverman

DPA Tom Mrwik

DPB David Gerhards
DPB Georgina Eng

21

20
20

Compiled by Helen Repstad

Once again this year FCC members had a fun time
photographing at the Lunar New Year Parade in Flushing,
This year is the Year of the Rooster. Some images made by
members are shown on these pages along with images of
a few of the members that attended and some that stayed
to lunch together and discuss the events of the day. Some
of those in attendance were Joe Crupi, Richard DeDalto,
Dorothy Gist, Tom Mrwik, Helene Sender, Michael Sender,
Andy Silver, Henry Szczepanski, and Richard Trapani

Joe

Rich

Dorothy Michael

Tom

Richard Trapini

Richard Trapini

Dorothy Gist

Dorothy Gist

Michael Sender

Michael Sender
Andy

Joe

Tom

Michael Rich

Richard

Richard DeDalto

Andy Silver
The festivities continue...

Tony

Richard DeDalto

About our contribution to the Surgical waiting
room at Flushing Hospital.
After meeting with Administration Coordinator Alex Post
with the prints our Flushing Camera Club donated, with in a
month I received a call back. Alex invited me to see the
framed work from selected members. They all looked
beautiful and peaceful with patients sitting and admiring our
work. Then Alex showed me a blank wall and asked if we
could come up with something big enough to fill the empty
wall. I quickly thought and offered to donate one of my own
prints. I would have the print made into a canvas work of
art. I sent Alex four samples and the department voted for
my "Seascape." In two weeks the canvas print was ready
and I brought it to the Flushing Hospital. There with Alex
Post was his boss Mr. Robert Levine to see the new
addition to the Hospital's Recovery room. The print was
well received. Alex will inform me when we can visit as a
group to see the room.
Tony Coppeta

Joe

Terry

Russ Burden Tips:

page 8

Edit Before Pressing the Shutter Part 1
It’s a huge rush to come across that killer photo when editing a shoot. But here’s
the rub I’ve witnessed and heard about numerous times. Too often that amazing photo goes unnoticed in that Photographer X
captured so many images, it gets lost in the shuffle. It goes unnoticed due to eye fatigue. It goes unnoticed in that there are so
many similars, the great one doesn’t jump out - you get the idea. If your workflow is such that this is not a problem and you
love to capture similars, you’re good to go. But if you already spend too much time editing and you prefer to be out in the field
instead of in front of the computer, read on.
Let’s
analyze the phenomenon. Similars are made if there’s lots of action, if events quickly unfold, or if expressions rapidly change.
Photographers also tend to make a lot more photos if they visit a new destination or if they’ve never photographed a given
subject and it’s their first encounter. Some photographers simply want to guarantee they cover every possible angle,
expression, turn of the head, etc. When I lead a photo tour or safari, I’m often heard saying, “Exhaust all possibilities.” Here
comes the BUT - the rules of good photography don’t change just because it’s your first visit to a location, because you’ve
never photographed a given subject, because action occurs, or because you need to capture every angle. Let’s explore this
thought a bit more deeply.
Scenario 1: ACTION - If action occurs, there will always be a peak moment. When a motorcyclist enters
a hairpin turn, the knee goes out and he takes the bike close to the ground. A hurdler extends both legs
and every muscle tenses as he or she lunges over the barrier. If the action is repeatable, study what
goes on and press the shutter as it nears the peak. It pays to research your subject before hand so
you’ll be familiar with timing the key moment. Sometimes the action is not repeatable and you’re
compelled to press the shutter more often. This is fine but the bottom line to remember is it will always
reach a height and it’s those moments that produce the best images. Edit before pressing the shutter
by learning about your subject prior to the shoot to predict when the climax occurs.
Edit Before Pressing the Shutter Part 2
It’s a huge rush to come across that killer photo when editing a shoot. But here’s
the rub I’ve witnessed and heard about numerous times. Too often that amazing photo goes unnoticed in that Photographer X
captured so many images, it gets lost in the shuffle. It goes unnoticed due to eye fatigue. It goes unnoticed in that there are so
many similars, the great one doesn’t jump out - you get the idea. If your workflow is such that this is not a problem and you
love to capture similars, so be it. But if you already spend too much time editing and you prefer to be out in the field instead of
in front of the computer, read on.
Let’s first analyze the phenomenon. Similars are made if there’s lots of action, if events quickly unfold, or if expressions rapidly
change. Photographers also tend to make a lot more photos if they visit a new destination or if they’ve never photographed a
given subject and it’s their first encounter. Some photographers simply want to guarantee they cover every possible angle,
expression, turn of the head, etc. When I lead a photo tour or safari, I’m often heard saying, “Exhaust all possibilities.” Here
comes the BUT - the rules of good photography don’t change just because it’s your first visit to a location, because you’ve
never photographed a given subject, because action occurs, or because you need to capture every angle. Let’s explore this
thought a bit more deeply.
Scenario 2: MOTION - Let’s imagine it’s your first time photographing a birds in flight raptor shoot. Every time the bird flinches,
you lay on the motor drive. While this may net you a keeper, did you first evaluate some of the givens? Based on the how the
light illuminates the bird, are you standing in the best spot? If not, move so you don’t have to edit out the images of a poorly lit
raptor. When the bird starts to fly, will the background be clean or will there be all sorts of distractions behind it? If you
answered distractions, change your angle and get down lower, move to the left or right, etc. No need to edit out birds with bad
backgrounds. Where it lands, are you in a good or bad spot? Edit before pressing the shutter by positioning yourself in the best
possible spot. You’ll save a lot of time in front of the computer. While I cite an example of a raptor shoot, the same principles
apply to any photo situation you encounter.
Scenario 3: NEW LOCATION - It’s your first visit to a new location so you place your camera on high speed motor drive and let it
rip. But the rules of good photography don’t change simply because you’ve never been there. A poorly lit shot of a temple,
barn, mountain, or vibrantly dressed native won’t miraculously morph into a great image just because you’re making more
shots. By all means make a record shot, but don’t expend all your energy and effort hoping you get that killer photo. All it’s
going to do is translate into more edit time. If it’s a bad weather day, realize the limitations and don’t force the situation.
Augment the light if you think it will help or go to plan B to try to make some good images. While it’s hard to not press the
shutter given the new and exciting surroundings, think back to locations or subjects you’ve often photographed in the past
when the light or other factors weren’t good. The pictures just didn’t pop. If the light isn’t good, if the animal doesn’t cooperate,
if the background is bad, document the event with a record shot, but don’t force the issue. Enjoy the moment and take it in for
what it is. As photographers, we often neglect to do this. If the light is bad, we’re “granted permission” to not press the shutter
so take advantage and think about all the time you’ll be saving in front of the computer not having to edit out the non keepers edit before pressing the shutter!
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris to Tanzania. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.

